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Abstract. The hadronic final state of central Pb+Pb collisions at 20, 30, 40, 80, and 158
AGeV has been measured by the CERN NA49 collaboration. The mean transverse mass of
pions and kaons at midrapidity stays nearly constant in this energy range, whereas at lower
energies, at the AGS, a steep increase with beam energy was measured. Compared to p+p
collisions as well as to model calculations, anomalies in the energy dependence of pion and
kaon production at lower SPS energies are observed. These findings can be explained, assuming
that the energy density reached in central A+A collisions at lower SPS energies is sufficient to
transform the hot and dense nuclear matter into a deconfined phase.

1. Introduction

At top CERN SPS and at RHIC energies the initial energy density reached in heavy ion collisions
is apparently large enough to create a deconfined phase at the early stage of the collision: the
Quark Gluon Plasma[1],[2]. On the other hand, at lower energies, at the AGS, the maximum
energy density is probably not sufficient to produce such a state of matter. Therefore, an energy
scan progam in the intermediate energy range, covered by the CERN SPS, was initiated. The
goal was to find anomalies in the energy dependence which could be related to the change of
the number of degrees of freedom connected to a phase transition of the hot and dense matter
created in heavy ion collisions.

In the course of the SPS energy scan program, the NA49 collaboration measured the hadronic
final state of central Pb+Pb collisions at 20, 30, 40, 80, and 158 AGeV beam energy. In the
following, the energy dependence of selected hadronic observables will be discussed, with the
main focus on where we start to see indications of a deconfined phase of matter.

2. Experiment

The NA49 detector system[3] is a large acceptance fixed-target hadron spectrometer. The main
devices are four large TPC’s. Two of them are placed inside two super-conducting dipole
magnets. The two other are installed downstream of the magnets left and right of the beam
line.

The momentum of a particle is determined by measuring its deflection in the magnetic field.
The accuracy of the momentum reconstruction is of the order of ∆p/p2 ≈ 0.3–7×10−4(GeV/c)−1.

A measurement of the specific energy loss (dE/dx) of a particle traversing the detector
gas allows for particle identification. However, this method is only applicable if the particle
momentum is larger than 4 GeV/c. Therefore, the NA49 detector is also equipped with two
time of flight walls, which provide excellent particle identification in a small acceptance window
at midrapidity.

The centrality selection is based on a measurement of the energy deposited by the projectile
spectator nucleons in a forward calorimeter.

The data presented here were taken between 1996 and 2002. For the samples at 20, 30, 40,
and 80 AGeV the online trigger selected the most central 7% of the total inelastic Pb+Pb cross



section. In total, roughly 1.5M events were recorded at these energies. At 158 AGeV, two data
samples with 0.8M and 3M events were collected, at 5% and 23.5% centrality respectively.

3. Energy Dependence of Transverse Mass Spectra

Transverse momentum spectra at midrapidity are shown in Figure 1. In the upper row
preliminary results at 20 and 30 AGeV are plotted, on the lower row spectra at 158 AGeV
are shown.

Assuming a common transverse flow velocity and a common thermal temperature for all
different particles types, a ’blast wave’ parametrization[4] was fitted to the data. It describes the
data reasonably well and we find at SPS energies for the freeze out temperature Tf ≈ 120MeV
and for the transverse velocity βT ≈ 0.5. These parameters do not change significantly in the
SPS energy range.
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Figure 1. Transverse mass spectra at midrapidity. Lines and parameters Tf and βT were
obtained from blast wave fits.
Upper row: preliminary results at 20 and 30 AGeV. Lower row: published results at 158 AGeV.

A model independent way to compare transverse momentum spectra, is to consider the mean
transverse mass 〈mt〉 − m0. In Figure 2 the energy dependence of this quantity is shown for
pions, kaons and protons.

If energy density and hence pressure increase with beam energy, a stronger transverse
expansion is expected at higher energies. Assuming that the strength of the transverse expansion
is reflected in the mean transverse mass, the observable 〈mt〉 − m0 will rise with

√
sNN .
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Figure 2. Energy dependence of the mean transverse mass of pions, kaons and protons. Open
symbols indicate negatively charged particles.



At AGS energies we indeed observe a strong increase of the mean transverse mass of pions,
kaons and protons with energy. However, at lower SPS energies this behaviour changes: the
mean transverse mass increases only weakly with beam energy.

This charateristic change in the energy dependence has been interpreted as a signature for
a phase transition[5]. Because the equation of state - the relation between energy density and
pressure - changes at the phase boundary and with it the strength of the transverse expansion.

This observation supports the hypothesis, that the initial energy density reached in central
A+A collisions at lower SPS energies is already large enough, to force a phase transition of the
strongly interacting nuclear matter.

4. Energy Dependence of Particle Yields

The NA49 apparatus features a large acceptance in the forward hemisphere allowing for
measurements of rapidity spectra from midrapidity up to almost beam rapidity. The rapidity
spectra for π−, K+, K−, φ, Λ and Λ at five energies are shown in Figure 3. The spectra of the
mesons can be parametrized by Gaussians or double Gaussians. From these parametrizations
the total particle yields are derived. The rapidity distribution of Λ particles looks different, since
the production of a Λ is more sensitive to the baryon number distribution.
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The total pion multiplicity per wounded nucleon as a function of Fermis measure F ≈
√√

sNN

is shown in Figure 4. The relative pion production increases with collision energy, but starting
from lower SPS energies the rate of increase grows. This feature is not visible in p+p collisions.
The steepening of the energy dependence can be explained by an increase of the effective number
of degrees of freedom due to the onset of deconfinement at about 30 AGeV beam energy[5].
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Figure 4. Energy dependence of the mean number of pions per wounded nucleon in A+A and
p+p collisions. Lines are only drawn to guide the eye.

Figure 5 shows the energy dependence of relative strangeness production. The ratios of
the total multiplicities 〈K+〉/〈π+〉, 〈K−〉/〈π−〉, 〈Λ〉/〈π〉 and 〈Λ〉/〈π〉 are compared to model
calculations and when available to p+p collisions. While 〈K−〉/〈π−〉 and 〈Λ〉/〈π〉 ratios rise
continuously with energy, a distinct maximum is visible in the energy dependence of the ratios
〈K+〉/〈π+〉 and 〈Λ〉/〈π〉. Hadron gas[6] (HGM) and microscopic models[7] (RQMD, UrQMD)
roughly describe the trend of the energy dependence, but especially the pronounced peak in the
〈K+〉/〈π+〉 ratio is not reproduced. As demonstrated in Figure 5, this feature is also absent in
p+p collisions.

Figure 5. Energy dependence of particle ratios 〈K+〉/〈π+〉, 〈K−〉/〈π−〉, 〈Λ〉/〈π〉 and 〈Λ〉/〈π〉
in central A+A collisions and p+p collision. Lines indicate model calculations.



The total strangeness production to pion rate can be approximated by ES = (2(〈K−〉 +
〈K−〉) + 〈Λ〉)/〈π〉. As seen from Figure 6, we find that the hadron gas and microscopic models
describe the trend of the data, but they do not show the distinct maximum at lower SPS energies.
Only a model[5] (SMES) including a phase transition around 30 AGeV exhibits a peak as seen
in the data.
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Figure 6. Energy dependence of the strangeness to pion ratio and model calculations.

5. Summary and Outlook

The energy dependence of several observables show anomalies at lower SPS energies. These
signatures indicate, that the energy density reached in A+A collisions at beam energies of
about 30 AGeV are already sufficient to produce a plasma phase.

The next question to address is, how the system behaves when the volume is varied. At
which intermediate system size appear indications for a deconfined phase? Future experiments
at the SPS could deliver the answer to this question if the proposed light ion program will be
approved[8].
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